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date: date=new date(); document.write(date.toutcstring()); what's new: change log: requirements: how to run benvista:
self-extracting.cab file: self-extracting.zip file: installation: how to run: how to store: benvista photoartist 2.0.8 portable by
toastytech as of january 2007, the current version of this program is 4.0. it is an entirely new program with changes to the
following: code obfuscation tool added. added full 32 bit portability! added better rotation tool. added a high quality sample

with a blank background. added a very tiny sample program. a lot of other little improvements and fixes. as of december
2006, the current version of this program is 3.2.3. it is an entirely new program with changes to the following: added a

small slide show app using gif, tga, tiff, and avi. it rotates the photos and plays sound. added a small sample with blanks for
empty backgrounds. it includes a black-background sample to show the reflection tools with a blank background. improved
the file splitting tools. now, i chose to split by extension in the field, not by line length, to allow people to add more files to

the batch with different extensions. added fixes to the rotation tools. as of september 2006, the current version of this
program is 3.2. it is an entirely new program with changes to the following: separated the tools. the rotation, flip, resize,

and other tools are now in a separate program (portable photoalbum). added a very fast animation tool. 5ec8ef588b
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